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Introduction
After a peaceful welcome with the song of a bluebird, we began playing with WeaveSilk.com, a generative art app. We talked
about this pleasing, meditative experience as an example of robots helping humans create.

6-fold rotational symmetry with reflections, by Tammy Jones; and mirror symmetry, by Beth Cammarata

"You know what I think of this picture? I think it's a really glowing, bright flower. That's right in the middle. And it's made by
the sun."–Nelareese Y.
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In particular, we discussed what the human participants do, what parameters they choose, and what tasks are left to the
software (the art robot) to do.
Participants chose where to draw lines, in what shape, and in what color. The robot applied a digitally randomized "flame"
brush to make every line look complex and shiny.

Participants chose the parameters for mirror or rotational symmetry, such as the number of reflections. The robot recreated
each line with perfect reflections or rotations.

Next, we made symmetrical sketches by hand, on paper. Everyone was invited to consider the following question: How could
a good robot help with your sketch? We aim for the maker mindset: math people often code or adapt software to help them
create mathematics.
Tammy Jones has been designing compass projects for precalculus and geometry, so she made a
compass daisy. It has many mathematical connections, such as hexagon tilings. As for software help,
Tammy wanted tools that made circles and partial circles (arcs) between chosen points. It might help
to precisely set distance and rotation.
Donna Fernandez based her drawing on traditional Pomo baskets, as in this photo taken circa 1900.
She wanted the generator to have some of these shapes already pre-programmed. Then we could
choose a shape and place it, while the robot duplicated and rotated the shape to make the design
symmetric.
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Math Question Generator
The main activities of the circle centered on learning to ask math questions about anything. We shared an online slideshow
where all participants typed the questions they created.
Take a look at the slides our participants filled: https://tinyurl.com/BBBot-slides
Make a copy of our blank slideshow to use with your class or math circle: https://tinyurl.com/BBBot-blank-slides
Toward that goal, we started with ACTIVITY 1: a few mathematical Mad Libs examples. In terms of coding, these were
templates for questions, with participants filling in the blanks what the question would be about. As in the classic Mad Libs,
participants came up with two nouns. Then we inserted their nouns into the templates, looking at the resulting questions
together, on a shared screen:
●
●
●

What shapes do you see in <Thing One>?
○ Example: What shapes do you see in videos?–Nelareese Y.
How many of <Thing Two> can fit into a hogan house?
○ Example: How many muffins can fit into a hogan house?–Anna Marmor
What are similarities and differences between <Thing One> and <Thing Two>?
○ Examples: What are similarities and differences between white shells and abalone shells?–Dawnlei Ben
○ What are similarities and differences between a speaker and a rubber duckie?–Donna Fernandes
○ What are similarities and differences between PS4 and a laptop?–Leon H.
○ What are similarities and differences between a cup and a box?–DeRon J.

While our topic was about posing questions, some of them were quite tempting to start answering. Maybe the sheer
randomness of combinations sparked interest? Here is Dawnlei Ben's take on muffins in hogans:
It depends whose hogan, because they're all different sizes. A strategy I suggest would be: divide the Hogan up into
fractions, fit some muffins into it, and then multiply by the number of
fractions.
Hogans' symmetries make that awesome strategy work: they are easy to divide
into equal parts. Tammy Jones said this would make a great Fermi problem: an
estimation problem requiring a lot of assumptions and approximations.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fermi_problem
At the afterparty, Donna Fernandez came back to this, showing how the shape of
a muffin resembles the shapes of hogans. This sparked more playful suggestions.
Make a muffin as large as a house (then it would fit perfectly)? Build edible tiny
hogans out of candy-cane and other materials that better mimic the real
construction?
Participants spent about twenty minutes in small groups doing ACTIVITY 2: playing with an online generator of math
questions. The participants did this in small groups. You can play with the generator at: NaturalMath.com/BlueBirdBot
Here are some of the questions our math circle participants made with the help of their friendly BlueBirdBot. Some
questions came signed, and some, anonymous. Can you spot which parts of each question the participants supplied, and
which parts came from the bot?
What mathematical terms can you use to talk about reading?–DeRon
What is the relationship between Chocolate and Addition?–Daniela
If animals were magical, what would it do with the math magic of percent?
How can you model multiplication with basketball?
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What is the relationship between food and statistics?–Shana
What are some interesting properties of division?
If dogs were magical, what would they do with the math magic of division?
How many months could fit into a hogan house?
If fractions were magical, what would it do with the math magic of addition?–
Tammy
What mathematical patterns can you see in cake?
What art do people make using fractions?
How can you use fractions for a show-and-tell about designs?–Kavi
How can you use common denominators for a show-and tell-about purple?–
Lakola
How can you use division for a show-and-tell about flowers?–Tilnaylia
If guitars were magical, what would it do with the math magic?–Sarah
What do Bluebird's math friends enjoy the most about slope?
How do people measure snow? What units or scales do they use?
Artwork: Jim and Tori Mullen
Picking their favorites, several participants mentioned the more whimsical questions, especially the ones about math magic.
Here is how they explained why they liked that question template:
"I like them all, actually. But why don't we go with the last one because the last one is kind of silly. 'If dogs were
magical, what would they do with the math magic of division?' Maybe magical dogs can divide by zero?"–Veselin
"It does make your intellectual curiosity perk up, doesn't it?"–Beth
"I love the notion of thinking that addition is math magic, because in my excursions, I have some primary, some
preschool and kindergarten. When they start learning some of their combining and looking at putting things
together, it is like magic to them. It's like, ah, this whole new world is open!"–Tammy
Fitting random nouns into hogan houses also proved popular. Nelareese and Beth shared a lively moment:
Nelareese: "I know, I know, I know!"
Beth: "Okay, okay, okay!"
Nelareese: "Mine would be months."
BlueBirdBot: *How many months could fit into a hogan house?*
Participants laughing.
Beth: "Ha, that's a good one. Oh, that–that opens up all kinds of ideas."
Donna Fernandez told us about her group following interesting rabbit holes while generating questions:
I think we got stuck for a while. We put in chocolate and addition. And it came up with a great question of how is
chocolate and addition related? And Mark said right away: they both can increase! Both can increase you. An
interesting idea, but then we also talked about–well, wait. Addition doesn't always mean increase. And so we were
talking about negatives. What happens when you're adding negatives? That was a very good conversation. And then
we realized, oh, wait, we got to make some more questions. So we went and did. Our next one was about purple and
common denominators. How can you use common denominators for a show-and-tell about purple? We loved this
question. And actually, we've used it again. How can you use a division for a show-and-tell about flowers? So we
were imagining giving everybody a petal on that flower.
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Once BlueBirdBot helped to generate one question, it inspired participants to come up with more.
Tammy: "So what mathematical patterns can you see in cakes? That is a cool question. I can see lots of different
cakes and the different patterns that would be generated. And, do you see patterns on the outside? Or the inside?"
Kavi: "Or patterns in how you make it?"
Amy: "Maybe, a recipe could be a kind of a pattern?"
One of the groups had a bit of time to try ACTIVITY 3: making their own templates for math questions. Here are the
templates they created.
How do we know that <_____> is true?–Tatiana Shubin
If <_____> could increase, how would that look?–Dawnlei Ben
Why do you think <_____> is done the way we do it in math?–Beth Cammarata
Why is <math term 1> important for <math term 2>?–Tatiana Shubin
It's curious how accidentally "breaking" templates with words that don't seem to fit actually sparks mathematical
imagination. These quirky questions turn into poetic prompts.
What if we broke question templates with our input, on purpose? Let's be silly! Let's come up with words that do not fit into
our Math Mad Libs. Let's pose math questions that don't make sense. This activity might be less intimidating than
formulating good math questions. Let's worry less and play more, as we reflect on what does make sense in mathematics.
We hope that participants will be inspired to code their own generators. We briefly looked under the hood of BlueBirdBot.
Its script is short and readable enough for a curious learner to jump right in and tweak it, with a little help from a math
friend. Here is the current version of the html and javascript parts that make BlueBirdBot go. You can use the code
playground at JSFiddle.net for experiments with script.

html
Type here: a thing you like
<input type="text" placeholder="A thing you like" id="inputYourThing" />
Type here: a math term or idea
<input type="text" placeholder="A math term or idea" id="inputYourIdea" />
<button onclick="newQuestion()">Generate questions</button>
<em>Click the button again for more questions. Remember, this is a robot. You may need to fix its grammar!</em>
<div id="questionDisplay1"></div>
<div id="questionDisplay2"></div>
<div id="questionDisplay3"></div>
<script src="/js/BlueBirdBotV2.js"></script>

javascript
var questions1 = [
"What mathematical patterns can you see in YourThing?",
"How many YourThing could fit into a hogan house?",
"What mathematical terms can you use to talk about YourThing?",
"How do people measure YourThing? What units or scales do they use?",
];
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var questions2 = [
"Who, when, and where invented YourIdea?",
"What art do people make using YourIdea?",
"What do Bluebird's math friends enjoy the most about YourIdea?",
"What are some scientifics, practical, and silly applications of YourIdea?",
"Have people ever misused YourIdea?",
"What other sweet math ideas connect to YourIdea?",
"What are some interesting properties of YourIdea?",
"What could be the opposite of YourIdea?",
];
var questions3 = [
"What is the relationship between YourThing and YourIdea?",
"How can you model YourIdea with YourThing?",
"How can you use YourIdea for a show and tell about YourThing?",
"If YourThing were magical, what would it do with the math magic of YourIdea?",
"If &#34;YourIdea + YourThing&#34; was a math book title, what would the book be about?",
"Where is YourIdea hiding in YourThing(s)?",
];
function newQuestion() {
var randomNumber1 = Math.floor(Math.random() * (questions1.length));
var randomNumber2 = Math.floor(Math.random() * (questions2.length));
var randomNumber3 = Math.floor(Math.random() * (questions3.length));
let inputThing = document.getElementById("inputYourThing").value;
let inputIdea = document.getElementById("inputYourIdea").value;
document.getElementById('questionDisplay1').innerHTML =
questions1[randomNumber1].replace("YourThing",inputThing);
document.getElementById('questionDisplay2').innerHTML = questions2[randomNumber2].replace("YourIdea",inputIdea);
document.getElementById('questionDisplay3').innerHTML =
questions3[randomNumber1].replace("YourThing",inputThing).replace("YourIdea",inputIdea);
}
Share your ideas with other Bluebird Math Circle participants at https://aimathcircles.org/Bluebird

New Questions for Bluebird
Has anyone got a solution for the 2022 puzzle they particularly like?–from Kavi and Anna
How can the Fibonacci numbers be found in Pascal's Triangle?–from Tammy Jones
What is a fractal?–from Donna Fernandez
How is math used to create signals for our cell phones and computers?–from Beth Cammarata
What is the smallest perfect number?–from Chris K.
What is the only even prime number?–from Chris K.
Is Pi a rational or irrational number?–from Chris K.
How do you solve an algebraic equation with variables on both sides?–from Ye-Shiao T.
BLUEBIRD SAYS—Curious questions! I will fly around and seek answers. Watch this space in the next newsletter!
Submit your math-related questions at https://aimathcircles.org/Bluebird
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